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Ii1 INTRODUCTION 
The .increased interost in possible uses for 11packageH 
and mobile nuclear power reactors adds impetus to the search 
for I!l.ateria.3.s and combinations of materials that will provide 
relai;ively light .... woight a..11.cl compact radiation shielding. 
"Paclra.ge" reactors that can be shipped great dista.11Ces, 
erected. and placed into 01~e:ration in a shori; period of time 
will require shielding materials that are easily transported 
and can be quickly put to use. These requirements suggest 
the use of 1ight ... weieht neutron moderators a.rid absorbers in 
conjunction with a ge.mma shield of dense material . Light 
m.a.teria.ls such as sand, bor<>n and carbon are relatively 
ineffective for gamma shielding and a layer of dense material 
is :r•cquired to attenuate the gamm.a energies from a. r0actor 
if' the total thicknoss of t he shield is to be Jtept to a 
Shielding from neutrons a...~d gamna rays is necessary in 
reactor operations, in ha..7l.dling of fission products and 
radioisotopes ru1.d i n many research operations. The inverse 
square lat•r is applicable to si tnat:tons where the source of 
radiation is a point source ai1d t he surrounding mediunt is 
air Ol' vacuum. Shiolding mat .erial can be snved ·by merely 
limiting the distance of closest approach to the sou1 ... ce . 
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The ef:t'eet:i.veness of a radiation shield is deterr:iined 
by the ctrpaci ty of the sh·i eld to reduce the intensity of the 
neutron a.-1d gamma flu.~. Hurray (3) refers to the possible 
employment of p~..rtial or nsha.dow" shielding :for installations 
whe1"e the Y'"eaetor operators eru.1 :remain in a f:txed locution. 
In a.11 a:i.rplane, for example , only the side of the reactor 
facing the cr ew needs to be heavily shielded for di:rect 
radiation. Some shielding from particles scattered by t he 
air.craft structure and by the air would also be needed. 
The ability of a material to slow do't'.m neutrons is 
1mown as the 0 slow:1.ng do't'm po·wer. u It is rep:resent ed by the 
product j ~ , ·where J is the average logarithmic energ:r 
decrement per collision and ~s is the ms.croscop1.c cross 
section :tor scatterine. The quantity ~ 5 is equru. to 
N0 f'<rs /A, 1.t.o.ere N0 is the Avoga.dro number, f" is the density 
of the mnterial , O's is its microscopic cross section for 
scntto?."·ing and A is the atomi c wei ght. Tho microscopic 
cross 
- 2>+ J.O 
-1 en • 
section is given in units of "bru.,nsn {1 barn equals 
cra
2) and the mac1-.oscopi c cross section is in uni ts of 
For a material to be a good neutron shield :i.t should 
ha.ve high "sJ.01:rlng down power-" to slow dotm the fa.st neutrons 
ru.1.d should have a high absorption cross section to absorb 
tho neutrons as they are sl01·1ed down. The macroscopic 
cross section for absorption is represented by :Eq. Values 
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< 
for the absorption and scattering eross sections are 
dependent upon and usually va.ry ·with the neutron energies . 
The relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons 
is several tines higher than that of slo, .. r or thermal neutx·ons 
so the nain problem i..'tl neutron shielding is to reduce the 
onex•gy of fast neutrons ·without ca.using secondary reactions 
to take place. Water is a good material for neu.tron 
shielding because the r.ydrogen nucle:i. have high "slowing 
do~m. pouer , u but it is not practical for all neutron 
shielding applications. 
The attenuation of ga.riJt1a rays depends on tlle shi.elcUng 
ma-ter:i.al a,,vid on tho energy of the incident rays. No single 
formula can be obtained to describe the abso~ption of ga-mma 
1 .. ays., The three mechanisr-as by t-rhich gamma :r.ays are absorbed 
are the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect and the -
pair~produetion process. 
Tl1e :photoelectric effect is r.:los-c important for gal'lllna 
rays with energies beloi:T 0 11 5 Mev a..'1.d for absorbers of high 
atomic weight. In this effaet a photon transfers its total 
ene1"'gy to an electron in an outer shell of the a.tom. The 
ionization produced by photoelectrons accou:nts largely fo1'? 
the ionization effect of low- energy photons. 
The Compton effect is most importe.nt for absorbers of 
low atomic 1;roig.ht and is the pr0dominant process even in 
heavy elements ·when the energy of the l'adiat:tcm is between 
0 . 6 Mev and 3 Nev. In Corapton. scattering a photon transfers 
part of' its enorgy to a.'l'l electron, 1-taich may be bound or 
free. The photon is degre.ded in energy and is defleeted 
from its original path., 
Pair protluotion caxmot occur when the energy of t ho 
gam."lla ray is less tha:."'l 1 . 02 Mev. It tal:ces place in the field 
of a :nucleus i:-rhich must hl:nre some recoi.l unei .. gy and rnomentun 
in order that energy and momentum 'be conserved in the systet'.1. 
In this process it has been post-ulated that an electron is 
raised from a negative- enerzy to u ~ositive~enerzy state and 
is observed not only through the appearQnee of an ordinary 
electron, but also through the sir.m.ltaneous appea!'a.l1.ce of a. 
11hole11 in the t1sea" of negative electrons. This hole would 
a :_}pear to be a positive electron or positt·on. Thus, a 
pair .of particles is c1"eated . This Pl"'Ocess is i mportant 
i'or high gamma 1,.ay energ:les and i'or heavy elements . 
One approach to the problem. of shielding a source of 
neutrons a..D.d ganJ.rja rays is to use a structural i'orra or dense 
material to attenuate the gamma rays and to fill the fo:rm 
with a mixture of light materials to attenuate and absorb 
the neutrons. 
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II .. REVIEW OF LITii!RATURE 
noch··well (5) , in his su:rvey, discusses the relative 
adventnges and disadvantages of various cheap shielding 
i."la.terials* He r.ientions the use of silica gel in containers 
GJ.Ld the possible fixing of water in silica gel , pores of 
cement , and porous metals . Concretes of many compositions 
a'l1.d varieties have been used extensively for radiation 
shielding. Heavy aggregates involve special concrete 
ha..~dling problems and require great care in casting to 
prevent voids and cracks ·which would cause radiation leakage 
from the shield. Heinig {!+) ax1d Harris tell of th0 voids 
and lealcage fo1.,md in the biological shield of the Brooi"'"-t-iaven 
:ecacto1.,. Some of the voids tv-ere f'o't.1:.nd at the periphery of 
0x:porimental hole plugs, under pneumatic tube sleeves and 
under angle iron braces. 11 mixture ot moderator and absorber 
used to f i ll voids that are readily accessible is borated 
paraffin. Colomanite , a. sand containing boron, is the fine 
n.gg:rege:te used in -the special concrete shield of the Raleigh 
reactor. 
Hurray (3) n,tates that 1:-1h.ether a shield should be 
leninated or the constituents should be un.1formly ~ixed is 
a raatter to be determined only by experiment . B~~ery 
6 
combination of materials and. geometry behaves di:fferently 
and,. as yet, simple engineering formulas :t'o:r malting 
p:redietions are apparently not available. 
Henson ( 2) ai"1.d Field (1) studied the e:tfects of 
i ncreased hooogeneity upon shielding effectiveness by 
varying the number of laminations of shielding materials 
and. the concentration of different shielding soluti ons . 
Henson·• s rest-a.ts indicated an increase in the effectiveness 
of bare laminated shields, bu.t no increase in effectiveness 
was evident "i:1hen the shield was sheathed ·with cadmium anc:1 
paraffin • . Fi eld used the same shielding ta'l1.};: with cadmium 
and pa1"uf'fin. sheo.th tr...at was used here . Hi s results 
showed a genera.1 :1.nc:rease i n sh:1eldi ng e:f'f·ectiveness as the 
11.umbe:r• of lam:tnations wus increased. 
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::n::r. • I IIVESTIGATION 
Sand- boron- carbon mixtu.ros were studied here to 
determine their effectiveness as neut1·on moderators and 
absorbers for use in a radia·tion shield~ Dry sand possesses 
some advantages as a shielding material in locations subject 
to thermal changes and vibration. Instead of deve1op:tng 
large cracks a1-:i.d voids as concrete wou.1d under such 
condit:tons, dry sand tends -to fill the major cracks and 
voids ., Clea..l'l.., high- silica sa...Yld has a high :percentage of 
o✓cygen and is a good neutron moderator • Carbon is a 
commonly-used neutron moderator a.nd boron is a good 
absorber of ther-.m.al and low-energy neutrons . 
The study of the shielding effectiveness of these 
mixtures consists of two main pa.rt;s . The first is the 
shield:lng effectiveness of various geometrical arrangements 
of the materials , including uniform mixtures. The second 
is the effect of changes in concentrations of the materials 
upon their effectiveness for :radiation shiGlding. 
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A. Radiation Source 
A radium-be-ryllium source containing 91+, 7 mg of 
radium provided the neutrons and gamma rays used in this 
study,. The radium and beryllium 't•rere mixed together and 
sealed in a Honel metal riBht circular cylinder approximately 
0. 5 in. :tn diameter and o.?5 in. in length. Radium-
beryllium sources have a continuous neutron spectrum 
extendine f'rom very low energies up to about 13 Nev, with 
the maximum intensity around 5 Mev. The neutron flux from 
t his source is approxit1ately 50 neutrons 1)0r square 
cent:lmeter per second at a. dista.11.ce of 16 in. from the 
cente1~ o:t the source. A ha1~d grur-... ma flux with a maximum 
ene~gy of 5 Mevis also associated vrlth this source. 
The source 'i:tas used in its original shipping container 
·whi ch consisted of a seven-inch diameter lead sphere encased 
in paraffin m1.d a ·wooden box. The cover sect:ton of irood a.!'ld 
pro.·affin and the lead plug in the s phere were removed. With 
t ho shipping box pl aced on its side 7 t he source 1,rovided a 
slightly collimated horizontal beam of gamma r n.ys and fa.st 
neutrons and pr actically a pl ane source of slow neutrons . 
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B. Shielding Materials 
Tho shie_lding materials used here we1·e eontained in a 
9 in. by 11 in. by 16 in. 20-gage sheet iron -tanlt and a 1¼ 
in. by 9 in,. by 11 in. sheet iron hollot'l box- type i nsert 
t1hioh uere plac~d squarely in front of and flush with the 
opening in the lead sphere containing the source. 
The shielding :c:ia.terials were Illinois cor-uaerci.al grade 
white sar1d, powdered eraphite and powde:r-ed boric acid. All 
materials used were sifted through u 20-mGsh Tyler Sta.11.dard 
sieve. Small particles ·will effect :nore uniform mixing and 
i.1111 retard the tenden.cy f o:e sifting when the mix tut es are 
subjected to movements and vibrations. 
Illinois ( Ottalta) sa .. t1d is a high silica. sand and :ls well. 
suited f'or miJdng 1rlth the powdered materials used he:re . The 
moisture content of the sru"!d ,·ran determined by oven-drying 
of four 4-gram samples. The content was less than 0. 1 per 
cent t so ,-rater should have played an ins:i.gn·i ficru1t role in 
the t1oderation of fast ncut1 .. ons by thE, sand. 
'l'he graphite was used as n.ddi tional moderator to compare 
its shielding effectiveness l-.r:i.th that of sand. 
Bor:tc acid is an excellent at~tenuo.tor of P..e1.1t:rons since 
boron hci.s a high cross soction for absorpti~n or slow 
neutrons ,.. In addition, boric acid has the ability to slow 
dow1.1 fast neutrons so th:>.t they,. too , axe absorbed . 
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c. Det0ctors and Apparatus 
The e;enernl experimental set ... up is shown in the sketch 
in Fig1.1:re 1 . The detecto:rs and a.ccesso1~y appa1 .. a.tus are 
shotm in I~igure 2 and a bli0-ck diagram of the neutron 
countine circuit is sho1,rn in 1rigure 3. 
The fast and slow neutron counts were made with a 
General Electric boron- lo '.lined tube. Its ay.>pro:dmate active 
count ing volume was l ~- in. in diameter a'll.d 8 in. in length. 
A neutron detector shield 1of cad..mium and paraffin shown in 
Fi~1.rre 1 increased the pro'babili ty that the neutro11s counted 
had traversed the shicldi~1g material in the tru·1k and ~rare not 
scattered i11to the dctecto·r from the 1-mlls or fixtures in the 
room. The propoz•tiona.1 co·unting t1..1be t,ras connected directly 
to the amplifying circuit .of a Nuclear· Instrum.ent a.11.d 
Chemical Corporation model 162 ocale1•. The scaler· is equipped 
with a. gain control a."l.d a·ttenuator sin tch to permit measure-
ment of a wlde ra"'lge of e.ctivities , The opc:n:·a.t:i.ng character-
istics of the neu.tron counting circuit are indicated by the 
curves in Figures 4 and 5. The operating voltage wa.s fix:ed 
at 635 volts w'lth the gain set at 60 ruid the attenuator 
s1-rltch set on Xl. 1.rhe input voltage to the seale1 .. was 
mainta:i.nec.1 at 1.12 ·vol ts by a 0 Stabiline0 ·t;y-.9e 1E$101 voltage 
reeuJ,.a:t;o:r-. 
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Figure 1 . Gene:ral experimental set.up, 
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Fi gure 2 . 
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C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Appar atus . 
Voltage Regul a tor 
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Regi s ter 
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Stop Watch 
Radi a tion Monitor 
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Figure 3. Neutron oounting circuit -~ block diagram. 
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The sealer t:ms used to coimt ga:i-:m1a intensities t-rl th a 
n Geigor ... Htillel" tube by e.r.:.a.nging a lead connection on the back 
or the sealer chass:ls. The Geiger-Mlli.ler tu.be was mounted 
in a standard shelf type counter box ,,thich ,-ms in ttu·n 
positioned on a. small platform behind the neutron detector 
shield. 
The neu·tron and ge.mma detectors were placed in the same 
position for each set of m-easurette.nts by lin~mg then1 up with 
guide ma:rlrs on the detector shiold and the shield supporting 
structure. 
A General Electric Radiation Honi tm." i model 4s1n1.!l3 , 
and two Cambridge pockot. chambers were used to monitor the 
radiation reeei ved tluring gi ,,en periods ·while work:i.ng nea:r 
the source. The largest dose received duri11g any period as 
indicated by the chambers worn in the shirt a...'fld trouser 
-pocl;:cts was 15 milliroentgcns cluri..11g a 5- hour period.. The 
hands probably rec0ived a some,•;'hat higher dose from 
positioning the shield in front of the source. The 
Radiation No11:ttor wns also used to estimate the gamma count 
when th.e shielding tarur ·was empty because the count ,,ras -too 
high to be registered by the sco.ler. 
A sheet iron insert •with outside dimensions o? 1¾ in. 
by 9 in. by 16 in. ·Has placed in the tan..l:: to keep the 
shielding materials separated .. '?he insert made it possible 
16 
to place layers of' different materials at 5 equ.ally .... space.d 
pos:t tions throughout the shield. Position 1 was :nearest 
the sourco and position 5 was nearest the detector. 
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V .. PROCEDUR:C 
A. Goneral Considerations 
Three experimental arrangements ~ere used to determine 
the rel.ative intensity oi' fast and slow neutrons . These 
arrangements are shm:r.a in F5.g-tll ... e 6 . The difference between 
counts :for arrangements A and B was the slow neutron cou...~t 
used here . Slow neutrons were defined to have enel"gies of 
0 . 25 ev o:r less . The boron-10 lined tube counted neutTons 
of all energies to a cei"ta.in extent so the 0 .. 01 in. of 
cadmium was used as shown. in arrangement TI to blocit at least 
80 per cent of the inc iden.t slow neut:i: ... ons ., A layer of 
paraffin was inserted betvJreen the cadmium. and detector as 
shown in arru:<1gement C to obtain the fa.st neutron counts . 
The paraffin slowed down part of the fast neutrons ·which 
could not otherwi se be coUtnted by the detector to the energy 
range 1,vi1.eTe they could be covnted. Thus the fast neutron 
count l TaS inereas~d by i n~:ertion of the paraffin and the 
l"elative effect o:f a.,Y'J.y st:r:·e.y neutrons scattered i nto tho 
detector from outside the shi eld 1-1as reduced,. An trnr0sti.ga ... 
tion vffi.S uada to do-ccrminEi whether 1--J L7.. or 3 :tn . of 
paraffin should 1:,e -used te► increase the fast neutron count,. 
It 1·1as desirable to have thG detector as close to the source 
as possi blc to imp:rove thE? cou..nting geometry, but a hi gh 
20 
DE TEC TOR 
SH IE LO 
ARRANGEMENT A 
DETECTOR ' SH I ELD 
SHIELD 0 
ARRANGEMENT B 
0.01 IN. CADMIUM 
SH IE L D 
1112 IN. PARAFFIN 
ARRANGEMENT C 
F;tgu1"e 6. Jiliq)ertmental nrrangements for neu.t1.1on eounting~ 
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initial count was desired also to give better co1..mting 
statistics .. ?he shield consisted of the insert at position 1 
(nearest the source) with 5-. 75 lb o:f graph:tte and the rest 
of' the tank filled with sand. 
The -top, bottom and two ends of the shicldi~1g tanl{ were 
sheathed in o.042-:tn. thick cad1Tlv..m sheets and ll :i.n. of 
paraffin to reduce the effect of stray neutrons 'Nh:i.ch might 
other,nse reach tho detector 1,rl-thout traversing the entire 
thickness of' the s!:lield. Cou..'l'lts were "taken f'or various 
sarld, boric acid and graphite a.1:rangements with and without 
the cadmium and l'>a:raff'in sheath to determine t he effect of 
the sheath on the neutron counts. 
Gamma covntz Here ta.1:en ,-rl th the Geiger.-rtl111er tube 
shielded by the materials as shotm in arrangement C or 
Figure 6 . With shielding material :l.n the tank the g@rJ;ltla 
count was low enough to be counted by the scalar. The 
rtadiation :Monitor was placed on the platform behind the 
neutron detector shield to get eompa.rative radiation values~ 
I:n this oru.1-ner an a.pproxili,ate garma coim.t ·was estimated £or 
the empty shi0lding tank. 
ThG m~te:r.ial.s used in the mi~:tures were weighed to the 
nearest 0 . 1 lb on a 200- lb capacity, general- purpose scale. 
The volume of materials in the tariJ: was kept constant, but 
the weight varied bet·ween 88 lb and 97 lb as the concentra..-
tions of the materials varied~ The materials were r.ii:z:ed by 
22 
hand in a sta.."l.da:rd lam1.<l:ry tub.. They \-tere mixed in small 
quantities and then put together in the tub and mixed again. 
Uni.formi ty of: th0 mixtures was det ermi:ned by sight. The 
mixtures we1"e t.araped only by $halting to level the top surface 
of the sh:tald. The amount of shaking r•.equ.i:red to level the 
top surface of' different mixtures ·was difficult to evaluate. 
n. Effects of Geometrical Arrangement 
Layers o:f sand; boric acid and graphite ,-1ere used to 
determine what effect the positioning of the different 
shielding materials within the sh:!.old had upon the neutron 
eounts,o The effect of the insert upon the counts wits 
determined by .filling the insert vl th S&'1.d and moving :l t 
throuab. the 5 equally- spaced positions in the ta.'i'lk. 'l'he 
insert \'las then filled 't-rl th boric aGid powder ru1d ago.in td th 
~:ra.phi te po·wdc::r and t-ras placed at the r; positions throughout 
the shield,., 
The same runou.nt of boi•ic acid powucr used to fill the 
insert was used to dete1>mine the effect of mixing the 
materials uniformly. The boric acid t,m.s raiJced uith the sand 
and the mi:u:ture was placed. in the ta.nk a.nd insert. The 
insert was placed at position 5. The insert was then removed, 
3 lb of sa._fld were added to replace the volume lost by the 
removal ot -the insert and the materieJ.s were again mixed .. 
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C., Dffects of Concentration of l!In:ter:to.ls 
Hixtu.res of sand and )powdered boric acid were prepared 
and counted for bo1"ic acid concent1"'~rtions of 1 , 211 25, ti-,. 
5. 66, 8 , 10 an.d 19, 6 per c◄ent by weieht. 
Sanc.1 ... boric ucid-gra!)h:i te mixtures consisted of varying 
concentra:eiou.s of eraphi to and sand. The boric acid 
concentration was maintained at 1 .,0 per cent. '1'.he different 
gr a phi to coneent1·a tions us,ed wero 5. 37, 13. 2 and 20 per cent~ 
The sheet iron inser·l; was removed from the te.11.k when 
D. Comparisons 
To dete:rmine ·whether ·t.11.e hydrogen in the boric acid 
"t-.JaH scattering the slo,,r ne't1trons or whethm." the boron. \W.s 
absorbing th0r.1 approximately equal t•reights of hydrogen 
contoi11ed in boric acid a.~d distilled water were compared. 
A mixture of 2 . 45 lb of ·wa:ter and 10. 2 lb of sand was 
placed in the insert at position 5. The tarut contained 
82. 2 lb of. sand. 
The shielding ·tanl'I: was filled with 5'6 . 3 lb of' distilled 
1::ator to obtain neutron counts for conpa.r:1.son o'i: i:rater with 
the sand, bm ... ic acid a.:,id graph:i.te mixtures. 
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VI . Rr!!SULTS 
A. General Considerations 
'rhe individuo.1 count:Lng rates are equal to R = 
(Counts ± J Counts} / Time in :Minutes. Tho counting rates 
for sJ.ow :neutrons are represented by n 5 = RA - n 6 ± J~2+°e,: 
HA end R8 are the counting rat es fol .. arrangements A and B, 
respectively, and °A and ~B ai ..c the devlations in tho :rates . 
The results of the investigation to determine the 
thicl'mess of paraffin for increasing the fast neutl"on counts 
are shown in '.!.'ables 1 mid 2 . 
Table 1 
C01:iparison of :->a1 .. c1.ffin Thicknesses 
- inches '"coitntine 
Arrange- or Tinie 
ment Paraffin {Minutes) 
Cotmts 
A 1. 5 10 33983 
A 3.0 10 30393 
B 1. 5 10 6529 
B 3 . 0 10 ?141 
C 1. 5 10 2~4 C 3.0 10 1' 7 
Gamma 1. 5 2 55935 
Ge.raraa 3.0 2 '+7068 
~ · ~~ 
Counting 
Rate 
3398 ± 18 
3039 ±. 17 
65J ± 8 71. ± 8 
2~7 + 15 
1 9 + 12 
27968 2 119 
23532+ ± 108 
Table 2 
Comparison of Paraff'i:n 'fhiclmesses 
-----,~--" __ • ___ .,.., __ P_M_O ----------•~-~-----Inches 
of' 
-n:.l!'o.ffin 
SJ.ou neut ron 
Cou..'Ylti:ng Rate 
Fust Neutron 
Counting Rate 
Ga:mma 
Counting Re.te 
___ ,_______ , ____ _.......,__ , __ 1'1-.-•------·-
2745 ::t 20 2327 ± 15 
2325 ± 19 14!t-9 ± 12 
27968 ± 119 
23534 ± 108 
-►----,--------~-*-•-•-•-•----n~----v-•-•-•--~----•-•-J------------
'.i'll0 counting rates for sand in both tal"..1:: a;."ld insert ·with 
the cadmium and pa:raf'fil1 .sheath are tabu.1.ated in Tables 3 
and 4 and ru:c plotted :in l1igure 7. 
The coUJ.""lting x•ates for san.d in both tank a.n.d insert 
uithout the sheath are tabu.lo.t0d in Tables 5 and 6 and are 
plotted in Figure 7. 
The counting rates for- the graphite (5. 1 lb) and sa.."ld 
( 81+. 5 lb) arranger.ients ·with the cadrnium a...'1.d paraf'~in sheath 
a:re tabulated in Tables 7 and 8 a11d are plotted in Figure 8. 
The graphite a."ld sand counting :rates ·without the sheath 
are shown in Tables 9 and 10 und Fi gure 8. 
The cov.:'1.tin.g rates for the boric acid (5. 25 ro) and 
zand (84. 5 lb) ar:ro.n.gem.ents ~rlth the sheath are nhm•m in 
Tables lJ. an.cl. 12 a.rid are plot t0d in Ii'igure 9. 
Tho countine: rates ror the boric acid t'.l"ld sand 
arrangoments without the sheath o.re shot-m in Tables 13 and 
. 1li, encl Ul"e plotted iD Fi~e 9 .. 
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'fable 3 
sand in '.r 2J:1:k a.."'1.d Insert ( 1·~ith ilo-1 ~ ... Sheath) 
~~...,.,.._.__~~....,._ f Position coun?t1ni ___ .. · ··-~· ~ ... "" ... 
Arrang0 ... of 1rime Cou:.<its Counting 
men"t Insert (Hinutos) RE.:te 
~__,.,;,•:pRlp ! '1f'Olril:: • 'ii .. ~~-ar,,;{/ QI ............. ...,. .. ~r;:;I ~__.,., . .. ~___,.,, '11'1uW ,:t!,i: Wr?stt • 
A 1 10 22228 2223 ± 15 
I\ 2 10 22366 2237 .± 1, 
A ~ 5 11062 2212 ± 21 !1. 10 21852 2185 ::t 15' 
A 5 10 21865 2187 :t 15 
B 1 10 8000 800 + 9 
B 2 10 8296 830 ± 9 
D ... 10 8282 828 ± 9 
B ~ 10 7868 737 ± 9 
B , 10 7793 779 ± 9 
C 1 5 125'86 2517 ± 22 
C 2 r; 12680 2536 ± 23 
C ~ , 12642 2528 ± 22. C 5 12661 2532 :t 22 
C 5 5 12l:-53 2491 ± 22 
Gamma. 3 1 22450 22450 ± 15'0 
Gamma 5 1 2261.}8 22648 ± 150 
To.ble 0.-
Sa:ncl in TapJ.;: and Insert (\Tith Sheath) 
- ·-· ..,.., ..,..,i,,..'\, ----· -~.,~---,-------~-.-....,-------------·-Position 
of 
Insert 
Slow 1'Jeutro.n 
Countir1g Rate 
Fast neutron 
Counting Rate 
Gamma 
Countine Rate 
......_ .. ~ ·-· :i. . .. , , ___ ,.,._ .., _ ________ , __ ... .,..__.,_, ________ _
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1>+23 ± 18 
140? ± 18 
1384 ± 23 
1~98 ± 18 
11+08 ± 18 
251? 
2536 2528 
2?32 
2491 
± 22 
± 23 
± 22 
± 22 
± 22 
224,o :t 1,0 
226lt-8 + 15'0 
... ,.,. 1 ., 
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'.rable 5 
Sand in Tank and Insert (Without Sheath) 
___ , ... _,.,,_," ' 
Posi tio11-Counting 
Arrange- or T:iro.e Counts Counting 
mant Insert (Minutes) Rate 
-·-
A 1 5 16778 3356 ± 26 
A 2 5 16628 3326 ± 26 
A i 5 16424 328, ± 26 A 5 J.6163 3233 ± 25 
A 5 5 15953 31 Cl'! + 0C: _,,_ - r.:..,1 
B 1 10 63io 639 ± 8 
B 2 :10 6~o0 638 :t 8 
B ~ 10 6 52 6I;.5' ± 8 B 10 6334 633 ± 8 
B 5 10 6319 632 ± 8 
C 1 5 10800 2160 ± 21 
C 2 5 10937 2187 ± 21 
C ~ ,., 11215 2243 ± 21 ? C 5 10904 2:81 ± 21 
C 5 
' 
107,2 2150 ± 21 
Gamma 1 l 22550 2255'0 ± 1,0 
Gamma 2 J. 2~528 22528 ± 150 
Gamma ~ 1 22244- 22244 :± 149 Gamma 1 223'10 22370 ± 149 
Ga.l'!mla 5 1 22280 22280 ± 111-9 
~~ 
Tab1.e 6 
Sa..'l'ld in Tank and Insert (Without Sheath) 
Position 
of Slow Heutron Fast neutron 
Insert Count:lng Rate Counting Rate 
Ga.Ii.1L>1a 
Counting Rate 
------f ___ _,_111:,,•,n•-----
·----~-----------
l 
2 
~ 
5 
2717 ± 27 
2688 ± 27 
2640 ± 27 
2600 ± 26 
2559 ± 26 
_, _________ _ 
2160 ± 21 
2187 ± 21 
2243 ± 21 
2181 + 21 
2150 ± 21 
22550 ± 150 
22528 ± 150 
22244 ± 149 
22370 ± 149 
22280 ± 149 
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Table 7 
So._nd a..~d Graphite (With Sheath) 
PosIT:ion-Countil'l.g --
A::ri·ange- of Ti'me Counts Counting 
ment Inse1"'t (Minutes) Rate 
I •'" l 1a 1 -- ~ ..... ---··~ · •,ct-,• -~ 
A 1 10 21914 2191 :t 15 
A 2 10 22132 2213 ± 15' 
A ~ 10 21858 2186 :t 15 A 10 22051 2205' ± 1, 
A 5 10 21697 2170 ± 15' 
B 1 1.0 8014 801 ± 9 
B 2 10 8086 809 ± 9 
l3 ~ 10 8002 800 ± 9 I3 1.0 8194 819 :t 9 
l3 5 10 7f!J1-7 785 ± 9 
C ]. 5 1275'3 255'1 + 22 
C 2 5 12867 2573 ± 22 
C J 5 12608 2522 ± 22 C ,,. ~ 12460 2492 ± 22 C 5 121+77 249; ± 22 
Gamma 3 1 26812 26812 ::t 164 
. _,.__,.,._ 
Table 8 
Sand and Graphite (Uith Sheath) 
Position 
of Slow Heutron Pa.st Neutron 
Insert Coimting Rate Countine Rate 
Gamma 
Cou..T1ting Rate 
---------· -· ~-,.,-~-~-----------~- .. -~ 
1 
2 
~ 
5 
1390 ± 18 
11t-b4 ± 18 
1386 ± 18 
1386 ± 18 
1385 j: 18 
255'1 ± 22 
2573 ± 22 
2522 ± 22 
2492 ± 22 
2~-95 :t 22 
-·--------------
26812 ± 164 
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Table 9 
Sand anc1 Graphite (\-Jithout Sheath} 
- Position c'"'ouii.ting -~ 
Arrange- of Time Counts Counting 
ment Insert (Minutes) nate 
-
A 1 5 16485 3297 ± 26 
A 2 i 16206 3241 ± 2, A ~ 16304· 3261 ± 2, ~ ') A 
' 
5 159t1-8 3190 ± 25' 
A 5 5 15837 3167 ± 25' 
B 1 10 62ti-0 621.:- ± 8 
13 2 10 64-82 648 ± 8 
B l 10 624·9 625 :! 8 B 1.0 6222 622 ± 8 
B ; 10 6313 631 ± 8 
C 1 5 11328 2266 ± 21 
C 2 5 11223 2245 ± 21 
C ~ 5 114o5 2281 ± 21 C 5 113~3 2267 ± 21 
C 5 5 110 3 2209 ± 21 
(}amma 3 1 27094 270911, :!: 164 
~..-.,,i~illi ,_ 11 
-ill ' ~~---... ,.,..... ;ii 
-
Sarid and Graphite (Wi thottt Sheath) 
Position-·--··· 
of' Slm:r rloutron Fast neutron Gamma 
!nseTt Counting Rate Count:l.ng Rate Cou..11.ting Hate 
-------·-----·-· -· -·------~----------
1 
2 
~ 
5 
2673 ± 27 
2593 ± 26 
2636 ± 26 
2568 ± 26 
2536 ± 26 
2266 ± 21 
2245 ± 21 
2281 ± 21. 
2267 ± 21 
2209 ± 21 
27094 ± 164 
_______ , __ Ill __ .,.,.,....__., ___ _ 
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T'able 11 
Sand and Boric: Acid (With Sheath) 
-------· ,... ....... ,=--· ·-· .,_,,,,,,.. ___ ..., ____ , _ , --· ·----,---~---'"; ""'"""'-•---
r>osi tion · Counting 
Arrange-
ment 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Gamma 
Position 
of 
Insert 
of 'I'i me 
Insert OUnutes) 
-~-
_.n __ 
1 20 
2 30 
~ 30 30 
5 30 
1 20 
2 30 
i 30 30 
5 30 
1 10 
2 10 
~ 10 10 
5 10 
3 1 
'l'able 12 
Counts 
_...,....~-----
24730 
339;4 
32701:-
27830 
18796 
13800 
19032 
18682 
16602 
1L.452 
22484 
21598 
20952 
1§714 
1 662 
27212 
Com1ting 
Rate 
1237 ± 8 
1132 ± 6 
1090 ± 6 
928 :t 6 
627 :t 5 
690 ± 6 
63);. ± 5 
623 ± 5 
553 ± 4 
4-82 ± 4-
221.t-8 ± 15 
2160 ±. 15 
2095' ± 11+ 
1971 :t 1l:-
1866 ± 14 
27212 ± 165 
----~· 
Sand and Boric Acid (With Sheath) 
---·---·--
Slo;.1 Neutron Fast :m~utron Ga:rnma 
Counting Rate Counting Rate Counting Rate 
--------------------------
l 
2 
J 
'l" 
5 
:,1+7 :t 10 
~98 ± 8 
467 ± 8 
375 ± ? 
1t;.5 ± 6 
22L.-8 ± 15' 
2160 ± 1i 
2095 ± l ,· 
1971 ± 14 
1866 :± 1>+ 
27212 ± 165 
----~---------...-~~-------------
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Table 13 
Sand and Boric Acid (Without Sheath) 
-~ ·----,,osi tion =counting ....... ~ ...... ~-
Arrange ... of Time Counts Counting 
:men-t Insert (Hinutes) Rate 
..,..,_ ~ I .Ui ..... ,.,. .. 
- 1- V ,_,,., 
··\--....... 
A 1 10 18084 1808 ± 13 
A .._ 15 25920 1728 ± 11 t:. 
A ~ 15 23778 1585 ± 10 A 15 17631 1176 :t 9 
A 5 30 18186 606 ± 5 
B l 10 5546 555 :t 7 
B 2 10 5'358 536 ± 7 
B ~ 10 l1a2 518 ± 7 D 10 .892 489 ± 7 
J3 ~ 10 4126 1+13 ± 6 
C 1 5 10~61 2072 ± 20 
C 2 5 10 -2li- 2085 ± 20 
C ~ 5 10268 20~- ± 20 C 5 10124 2025 ± 20 
C 5 5 9367 1873 ± 19 
Gamma 3 l 27238 27238 ::t 165' 
-
... _ 
Table 14 
Sand and Boric Acid (Uithout Sheath) 
--------------·----------------Position 
of 
Insert 
Slow neutron Past Neutron 
Counting Rate Cou.:nting Rate 
Gam.r.1a 
Counting Rate 
-----------·------------·----
1 
2 
~ 
5 
1253 ± 15 
1192 ± 13 
1067 ±. 12 
68? ± 11 
193 ± 8 
2072 :! 20 
2085 ± 20 
2054 ± 20 
2025 ± 20 
1873 ± 19 
27238 ± 165 
----- •----------·---•---A·---•~~------
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The comparative radiation values fm""':. gamma. rays passing 
through the shieldLvig ta.'111r vl.hen it uas empty a.'<'l.d when it was 
filled 1:rlth snnd are sho,·m in Table 15. The conve~sion 
factor used to estimcte the g0.ma count fo:r the empty tank 
1:J"as .2980 coimts per r..rl.nute equalled 1 milliroentgen per hour. 
Table 15 
Comparative Gamma Counts 
........,.__-~-l ........ 
- Count:tni 
Counter Shielding Time Counts 
'.Material ( 'IIH t ) ~·,.-nu es 
. , 
. -··---"" --~ 
G-M Tube Sand 3 76456 
Rad. Monitor Sa.Yid 35' 5 mr 
Rad. It;onito:r flnpty Tank 20 20 mr ( Estirw.ted) Empty Tank 
COiL"l t :lng 
Rate 
25485 ± 92 
8. 57 mr/hr 
60 mr/ hr 
178800 
B. Effects of Geometrical Arrangement 
The effects of chaneing the position of a layer of 
graphite in a sand- filled tank ara shown in Tables 7, 8, 9 
m1d 10 and i n Figure 8. The weight of the graphite was 
5.1 lb a..11d the weight of the sa.Yld was 8l,'-• 5 lb.. 
The effects of chan0ing the position of a layer of 
boric acid powder 1n a ·t;an,.1{ of sand are shot,rn. in Tables 11, 
12~ l3 and 14 and th0 neutron cou..11.ts are plotted in Flgure 9. 
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The changes in counting rates fm:• boric acid and sand 
as the two 11ate1?ia.ls were uniformly mixed a.!'e shown in 
Tables 16 anc117. The geometry indicated. as 0 Sepa.raten is 
for 5. 25 lb of bo1.,ic ae:td :111 the insert at position. 5. The 
tank containerl 8t:-. 5 lb of sand. The geometry cal.led 0 Mix 
(Insert)" is for the two materials w:."1.en they were uniformly 
mixed a"ld we.re placed in both the tank a..Yl.c.1 insert vrl th the 
insert at position 5. The geometry called "Mixture" is for 
the tuo materials wi.1.en they ·were uniforwJ.y mixed w.t th an 
additional 3 lb of i;;and ·which replaced the sheet iron 
insei.,•t. This :m.ixt11re contained 5. 66 per cent boric acid, 
Table 16 
Counts for Sand- Boric Acid Geometries 
!t I I ·· • !1!1- .. .. n: ........ 6 .. • • b 
,_ 
Countin£; 
Ar:rante ... Geometry ?.ime Counts Counting 
men (Minutes) Rate 
_._. ~:r 
A Sepl:lrat0 30 18796 627 :!: 5 
A !-iii:: (Insert) ~ 27788 695 ± 4 
A Mixture 4o 2?476 687 ± 4 
B Separate ~ 14452 482 ± 4 B Mi:i~ (Insert) 21841~ 511-6 ± 4 
B ~1ixtu.re 11{) 22032 551 ± 4 
C Sena.rate 10 18662 1866 ± 14 
C Mix (Insert) 10 2J.130 2113 ± 15 
C Hixture 10 20896 2090 ± 14 
Gamm.a Separate 1 2?212 27212 ::!: 165 
Gar11raa Hix (Insert) 1 2385f 23858 ± 154 
Ga.1nwa Hixture 1 2668 26684 ± 163 
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Table 17 
Counts for Sand-Doric Acid Goomotries 
' sioi.r 'neu-tron lrast t1eutr,on ... ··na.m.ma 
Geometry Ca1.mtina Rate Counting Rate Counting Rate 
~----
-
_.....,., 
Separate 11+5 + 6 1866 ± 14 27212 ± 165 
Hix (Insert) 149 :!: 6 2113 + 15 238,8 + 154 
Nixture 136 :t 6 2090 ± 14 26684 ± 163 
c. Effeets of Concentration of Materials 
The effects of varying the concentrations of sm1d and 
bo:-ric acid mixtures are shown. in Tables 18 and 19 anc1 the 
neutron cov.nts are plotted in Figu.re 10. 
• 
The effects of varying the eoneentrations of sa..r1.d , 
boric acid and graphite mixtures a:r.,e sho,,m in Tables 20 a.n,1 
21 e..."1.d the neutron cou.'l'ltf..: ru:e plotted in F'lgure 11. The 
bOric acid concentration was maintained at 1 per cent for 
all 'these mixtures. 
Table 18 
Counts for SandNBoric Acid M~xtures 
Counting 
Arrari_ge- Doric .t,cid Timo Counts Cou .. nt:tng 
ment Per Cent {i-Tinutes) Rate 
-
f.i. 0 20 l:-35'86 2179 ± 10 
A 1 .0 60 60626 1010 ± 4 
A 2. 25 60 11-9062 818 :t 4 
A 4.o 60 43864 7~1 ± 4 A 5~66 40 27476 6? ± lr 
A 8.0 60 36734 612 ± 3 
A 10. 0 60 31+798 580 ± 3 
A 19. 6 60 26169 lt36 ± 3 
D 0 lt() 30628 766 ± >+ 
B 1 . 0 60 415?2 693 -t 3 
B 2. 25 60 36'782 613 :t 3 
B 4 •. o 60 344-94 5?5 ± 3 
B 5. 66 4o 22032 551 :t l+ 
B 8.o 60 29056 483 ± 3 
B 10. 0 60 28576 ti-76 ± 3 
B 19.6 60 21378 356 ± 2 
C 0 10 245'<+3 2454 ± 16 
C 1.0 10 24163 2L.-l6 ± 16 
C 2. 25 10 22i9? 2260 ± 15 
C ¼-.o 10 22 !-13 2241 ± it 
C 5 .. 66 10 20896 2090 ± 1 
C s.o -10 18304 1830 ± 14 
C 10. 0 10 16573 1657 ± 13 
C 19. 6 15 19068 12.?1 ± 9 
G anr.1a 0 3 7611-56 251+85 ± 92 
Gamrn.t."'l 1 . 0 1 22933 22933 ± 151 
Gamma 2. 25 1 23770 23?70 ± 155 
Gamm.a 4.o 1 23612 23612 ± 15[} 
Gar.ma 5.66 1 2668l+ 26684- ± 163 
Gs.1:1na 8.o 1 23311-4 2331.{J+ ± 15'3 
Gru~na 10. 0 1 23~13 23353 ± 15'3 Gomrna 19.6 3 76 03 25600 ± 92 
--~..,. ♦ .. I. 
Borie" Acid ' 
l.,or Cent 
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Ts.ble 19 
Cov.nts for Sa.."1.d- Boric Acid M:i.:-ttures 
Slow i·Jeutron 
Counting Rate 
Fast He-atron 
Counting Rate 
Gamma· 
Counting Rate 
------~••-•-·-k- ---· ----------~~__,__ __ _ 
0 
1 . 0 
2. 25 
~-.o 
5. 66 
8. 0 
10. 0 
19. 6 
1413 ± 11 
317 ± 5 
205 ± 5 
156 ± 5 
136 ± 6 
129 ± 4 
104 ± 4 
80 ± ii,. 
Tabl0 20 
251+85' :! 92 
22933 ± 15'1 
23770 ± 155 
23612 :t l~t 
26684- ± 16 3 
233lt-4 ±. 15'3 
23353 :t 153 
25600 ± 92 
Cov..n.ts ,., S ~ n . ror t a..'11.o.- .voric Aci d-Graphite l Iix'tt.ll"e s 
Counti:ne 
.i.i.rrcil'.l.ge- Graphite T:'IJ:1e Counts Counting 
me:ct Per Cent (Hinutes} nate 
-•1u1••• . .,. . . . " .. ...... ~ II - 10 ....... 1 . .. 
A 0 60 60626 1010 :t 4-
A 5.37 60 6004o 1001 :!: >+ 
A 13. 2 60 57980 966 :t 4 
A 20. 0 60 57882 965 ± 4 
B 0 60 41572 693 ± 3 
B 5.3? 60 t:-01?6 6?0 :!: 3 
B 13. 2 60 38520 642 :!: 3 
B 20. 0 60 39702 662 :t 3 
C 0 10 24163 2416 ± 16 
C 5. 3? 10 22207 2221 ± 15 
C 13. 2 10 21102 2110 :t 15 
C 20. 0 10 21890 2.189 ± 15' 
Gmwa 0 1 22z33 22933 ± 151 
Gruma 5. 37 2 '4l:. 52 22426 ± 106 
Gamm.a 13. 2 2 47t;-81 23?1:-0 ± 109 
Gamma 20. 0 2 l1,6l.1-39 23220 ± 108 
Table 21 
Counts :f'or Sand- Bo1 ...ic Acid-Gra.ph1:ce Hixtures 
-.C-1'\UI~ 
Graphite SlmrT i:Jeu.tron Fa.st Nou-'cron Ganuna 
Per Cent Counting Rate Counting Ra·te Counting Hate 
~1"1..0l'Alil 
' 
1 ' ........ 
0 31? ± , 2416 ± 16 22933 ± 15']. 
5'. 37 331 + 5 2221 ± 15' 22t1.26 ± 106 
13. 2 321+ ± 5 2110 ± 15 2374o ± 109 
20. 0 303 j: 5 2189 :± 15 23220 ± 108 
-.... -.,..-.,t,w 
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Figure 10 . Neutron counts fo1.. sand. boric acid mixtures. 
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Figure 11. neutron counts :ror s a..l'ld- boric acid -.graphi tc 
mixtures. 
D. ('< ,. vorupnr:tsons 
The neutron counts for 2. t.i.5 lb of water at pqsition 5 
are tabulated in Table 22 a-rid are compared in Table 23 with 
t.he counts for , . 25 lb of boric acid placed at position 5. 
Table 22 
Neut1 .. on. Counts for Water and Sa.Vl.d 
Position Co1ll1tins 
A:rrsnge- of Time Counts Counting 
ment Insert (Hi nutes) Rat e 
~· 
-
._.,,. ____ 
A 5 15 421~40 2829 ±. 14 
B 5' 30 44508 1484 :!: 7 
C 5 10 21472 2147 ± 15 
. 
-·· 
. 
--· ---
Table 23 
Neutron Counts for WatGr and Doric Acid 
r•iaterial 
Water 
Boric Acid 
Slot:i neutron 
Cou ... 11ting Rate 
131{.5 j:: 16 
'Fust7leutron 
Counting iw.te 
211r7 ± 15 
1866 ± 1.l.r-
·----·-·---~-----------------..... -----· 
The neutron and gamna counts for ·the tank full of 
distilled Hater are tabulated in Table 2V.· and are compared 
1•rl th othor t1c.·torials in Table 25. 
Table 24 
Counts for Distilled Wa'te:r 
----------------------.. --. ·-•--1 .. _,_, ·-----------Counting 
Ar:rauge ... 
ment 
Time (Minutes) Counts 
----------"111'-••-·-----·-------
B 
C 
Gamma 
60 
60 
60 
3 
52128 
'7836 
14786 
136530 
- ·----· --------------· ~.-,,.. 
Shielding 
Materials 
T:able 25 
Comparison of Shieldine Materials 
Slow Meut:ron 
Counti:ne Rate 
Fast rreutron 
Counting Rate 
Cov.nting 
Rate 
869 :t l.i-
131 ± 1 
2'-i-6 :t 2 
45510 :t: 123 
..~.. . <)lllst "i ---· 
Ganm1a. 
Counting Rate 
·-----~~---.-------•-10, __ --· -•J ~,~~----
Empty Tanlr: 
Sand 
3869 ± 28 
1413 ~ 1.1 
Sand ... 11~ H3Bo3 .... 13. 2$1 Graphi to 32~- ± 5 
Sa_ri<.1-19. 6$b H 3B0 3 80 ± l1-
Water 738 ± 4 
78o2 ~ 28 
2454 ± 16 
2110 :t 15 
1271 ± 9 
246 ± 2 
178800 
25lt·85 ± 92 
2374o ± 109 
21600 ± 92 
45510 :t 123 
•--·--Uk-~-----·~._._~-----•-~-~ 
VII .. DISCUSSION 
The counting rates shmm in Table 2 help to explain 
t he reason for using l½ in-. of paraffin instead of 3 in~ 
to increase tl'le fast nc".ltron counts,. The slow and fast 
neutron counts were both increased an appreciable a.mount 
by using half -the ·thicknesi:-i of paraffin and by moving the 
neutron detector l½ in. nearer t he source. 
T'.ae cadmit'tL'l and paraffin sheath effe-cti vely sto,ped 
t;he stray slow neutrons ·which would have otherwise been 
scattered into the shielding ta:i'lk. Reductions in the slo1,1 
neutron counts are indicated by the curves in Figures?, 8 
and 9 ·when the shielding tank ·was sheathed~ The fa.st 
neutron cot.mts were hiehe1" when the shielding ta.l'llt was 
sheathed., The higher fast neutron counts tdth the sheath 
i.:1ere probably caused by the reflection of high ... cmermr 
neutrons from the source 1:f..<1ich were scattered back into the 
tnnlt by the paraffin sheath. 
Calculations basod on the nun1be~r of atoms of the 
r_,aterials usBd in tho :tnse:rt ind:i.cate that the graphite 
presented 90 per cent more scatte:ri.n.e cross- sectional area 
to the neutrons than did the sand and the boric acid 
presented 325 per cent more scnt terins cross section than 
the sa."ld did-. 1'he sand, however, ·was calculated to be 16 
times more 111':ely tha.ri the graphite to absorb the neutrm1s 
and the boric acid was cal•cula.ted to ·oe 28 , 000 times more 
ef'focti ve than the g-:raphi t ,e fo:r absorb:tng the neutrons,. 
Figures ? a.rid 8 indicate that the sand and the graphite 
attenuated the neutrons to about the same e1:tent . 
Less than l{. pe:r eent iehmige in shieldine effectiveness 
was noted for tho positioning of tho insert when 1 t contai.11.ed 
sand o:t" grn.phi tc. tfu.en the insert contained boric acid 
poi:Tder the neut:ron cov.nts decreased as 'the insert ·was placed 
at greater distances from the sov.rce. This is shown by -the 
cui .. veti in Figure 9. It seems reasonable to sa.y that the 
boric ucid was most ~ffective fo:t" absorbing neutrons at the 
positions :r.orthest :fl~om the source after t.he neutrons were 
moderated by the sand. 
The slot1 i-1et1t:i:'on count was observed to be the sat:ile for 
tho boric acid ru.1.d sand whether they wore separate or 1·ro:re 
nixed v.niformly. Table 1?' indicates that the materials 
,mrc nore eff'ec-t:t ve for !'educing t~1c fast neutron count 
1,-facm they ,::ere kept separate and th0 bo::eic acid -was 
positioned farthest from t.11.c som;->ce . 
The gQtEl.a com1.t was l .owered uhon the me.tcrials were 
nixed. The powdGred boric acid tended to :till the voids 
bct-tma.Tl tho erains of sa.'11.d. und t..'-1us might have ce.U.$oc.l a 
reduction in the z~na count . '_;:'he <.1.cere-e oi' tamping would 
havo un effect on th0 gar.i.1~to. co1.m;i;, but the degree of -l:;araping 
for the d1f'f'erent miJt'.'lmres ·was ha.rel to evaluate .. Th~ ga11m1a 
coui1 t il.1.c:reased 'uhen tho sheet iron insert was removed 
because the i:con was a. good attenu.atOJ.°' of garmna rays . 
The eurtres in Figure 10 show· tho.t the slot'l neutron count 
uas 1.,educed very little by i1.1.creasing the concentration of 
boric acid beyond 2 or 3 per cent. The tast neutron count,. 
hovever , decreased st,~adily ·with inoreased concentrations of 
boric acid . The sa..'l'ld- boric ac:i.d mixtures started to pack and 
lost their d1"y sand characteristics at a concentration. of 
8 per cent boric &£id .. 
The sand. boric acid-graphite w.b:.:tures shown by the 
curves in Fig-uTe 11 indicate less than 5 per cent increase 
in effectiveness vhcn the concentration of graphite was 
increased. The mixtures pack(,){i and lost their dry sand 
characteristics at graphite concentrations of between 5.3? 
a..~d 13. 2 per cent~ 
The results of the water substitut1.on for boric acid 
on a basis of equal weights of hydrogen at :i.nsert posit:i.on 5 
indicated that the boric acid 1;,as r1ore effective in reducing 
the neutron counts. 
Nhen the shielding ta.nk ",as filled ui th water only the 
rcS"u.l ts \-rere somewhat d:i.fferent as Table 25 shows. Wator-
·was definitely the mo.st affective shield of tl1e m.e.ter:i.als 
and mixtures used here for reducing the i'as-t neutron count. 
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Its sJ.ow neutron and gamma counts ,1ere twice as high as 
those for the mixtures which contained 1 peT cent 'boric 
acid. 
VIII,, COUCLUSIOHS 
The follot,rlng conclusions seem justif:led for the 
effectiveness of the mixtures and naterial aJ."rcmgements 
used here for 0 shadow" radiation shiolding: 
1 . A 5. 66 per cent concentration of boric acid powder 
is more effective :for neutron shielding ·when it is 
placed. at a position fart11est fro:m t he :rD.diation 
source than when it is unifo:rmly oixed m. ·tb. the 
sand and distributed throughout the shield. 
2. Addition of graphite to a sana. ... boric acid m:i.xt-ure 
u:t th a :resultant decrease in the sa..."ld concentration 
does not in.crease the effectiveness of the shield 
for neutron or gamma shielding, 
3. A sa.nd-bo·ric acid mix·cure tri t.h a boric acid 
concent:rat:l.on of 19 •. 6 per cent :reducec the fast 
neutron cou...nt to about one-half tho count for san.d. 
alone !f 'l?he mixture reduces t he slm,r neutron count 
to about one- seventeenth the count for sand a..nd it 
has e.rJOut the sru:ie gal'lMa ray count, 
ti-. Sand ... boric acid mixtures are less effective than 
·water for noutron shieldine, but are almost t,rlce 
as effective as water for shielc.11:."lg i'rom gamraa 1"ays. 
1. 
2. 
5. 
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